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Page 1 - Introduction

Welcome on board this Global Aircraft. In this issue of the Global Aviation Magazine, we will
take a look at two more Global Lines cities Charleston, South Carolina and Macau City, China.
We also take another look at a featured aircraft in the Global Fleet. This month’s featured
aircraft is the Boeing 737-800.
On behalf of our Officers, Staff and Crews, we wish you a pleasant flight!
2. Charleston, South Carolina – New York of the South
5. Macau City, China – The Oyster City
8. Pilot Information
9. Introducing the Boeing 737-800
10. In-Flight Movies/Featured Music
12. From the Front Desk
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Charleston is the oldest and second-largest city in the southeastern State of South Carolina, the county seat of
Charleston County. The city lies just south of the geographical midpoint of South Carolina's coastline and is located
on Charleston Harbor "where the Cooper and Ashley Rivers come together to form the Atlantic Ocean". Founded in
1670 as Charles Towne in honor of King Charles II of England, Charleston adopted its present name in 1783. It
moved to its present location on Oyster Point in 1680 from a location on the west bank of the Ashley River known as
Albemarle Point. By 1690, Charles Towne was the fifth largest city in North America, and it remained among the ten
largest cities in the United States through the 1840 census. With a 2010 census population of 120,083 (and a 2013
estimate of 127,999), current trends put Charleston as the fastest-growing municipality in South Carolina. The
Charleston Metropolitan area, comprising Berkeley, Charleston, and Dorchester counties, population was counted by
the 2013 estimate at 712,220 – the third largest in the state – and the 76th-largest metropolitan statistical area in the
United States. Known for its rich history, well-preserved architecture, distinguished restaurants, and mannerly
people, Charleston has received a large number of accolades, including "America's Most Friendly [City]" by Travel +
Leisure in 2011 and in 2013 and 2014 by Condé Nast Traveler, and also "the most polite and hospitable city in
America" by Southern Living magazine.

As the relationship between the colonists and Britain
deteriorated, Charles Towne became a focal point in the ensuing
American Revolution. It was twice the target of British attacks.
At every stage the British strategy assumed the existence of a
large base of Loyalist supporters who would rally to the king's
forces given some military support. In late March 1776, South
Carolina President and Commander in Chief, John Rutledge,
learned that a large British naval force was moving toward
Charles Town. To defend the city, he ordered the construction of
Fort Sullivan on Sullivan's Island overlooking the main shipping
channel into Charleston Harbor.
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On December 20, 1860, following the election of Abraham Lincoln, the South Carolina General Assembly voted to
secede from the Union. On January 9, 1861, Citadel cadets opened fire on the Union ship Star of the West entering
Charleston's harbor. On April 12, 1861, shore batteries under the command of General Pierre G. T. Beauregard
opened fire on Union-held Fort Sumter in the harbor. After a 34-hour bombardment, Major Robert Anderson
surrendered the fort, thus starting the war. Union forces repeatedly bombarded the city, causing vast damage, and
kept up a blockade that shut down most commercial traffic, although some blockade runners got through. In a failed
effort to break the blockade on February 17, 1864, an early submarine, the H.L. Hunley made a night attack on the
USS Housatonic. In 1865, Union troops moved into the city and took control of many sites, including the United
States Arsenal, which the Confederate Army had seized at the outbreak of the war. The War Department also
confiscated the grounds and buildings of the Citadel Military Academy, and used them as a federal garrison for over
seventeen years. The facilities were finally returned to the state and reopened as a military college in 1882 under the
direction of Lawrence E. Marichak.
Charleston languished economically for several decades in
the 20th century, though the large military presence in the
region helped to shore up the city's economy. The
Charleston Hospital Strike of 1969, in which workers
protested discrimination and low wages, was one of the last
major events of the civil rights movement. Joseph P. Riley,
Jr. was elected mayor in the 1970s, and helped advance
several cultural aspects of the city. The last thirty years of
the 20th century saw major new reinvestment in the city,
with a number of municipal improvements and a
commitment to historic preservation. These commitments
were not slowed down by Hurricane Hugo and continue to
this day. The eye of Hurricane Hugo came ashore at
Charleston Harbor in 1989 causing $2.8 billion in damage.
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Charleston is famous for its unique culture, which blends traditional Southern U.S., English, French, and West
African elements. The downtown peninsula is well known for its art, music, local cuisine, and fashion. Spoleto
Festival USA, held annually in late spring, has become one of the world's major performing arts festivals. It was
founded in 1977 by Pulitzer Prize-winning composer Gian Carlo Menotti, who sought to establish a counterpart to
the Festival dei Due Mondi (the Festival of Two Worlds) in Spoleto, Italy. Charleston's oldest community theater
group, the Footlight Players, has provided theatrical productions since 1931. A variety of performing arts venues
includes the historic Dock Street Theatre. The annual Charleston Fashion Week held each spring in Marion Square
brings in designers, journalists, and clients from across the nation. Charleston is known for its local seafood, which
plays a key role in the city's renowned cuisine, comprising staple dishes such as gumbo, she-crab soup, fried oysters,
Low country boil, deviled crab cakes, red rice, and shrimp and grits. The cuisine in Charleston differs greatly even
from the rest of South Carolina, with British and French elements heavily prevalent.
The traditional accent of Charleston has long
been noted in the South and elsewhere. It
traditionally has ingliding or monophthongal
long mid-vowels, raises ay and aw in certain
environments, and is non-rhotic. Some
attribute these unique features of Charleston's
speech to its early settlement by French
Huguenots and Sephardic Jews, both of whom
played influential roles in Charleston's
development and history. However, given
Charleston's high concentration of African
Americans who spoke the Gullah language,
the speech patterns were probably more
influenced by the creole dialect of the Gullah
African-American community.
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Macau also spelled Macao, is one of the two Special Administrative Regions of the People's Republic of China, the
other being Hong Kong. Macau lies on the western side of the Pearl River Delta across from Hong Kong, which is
about 64 kilometers to the east, and it is also bordered by Guangdong Province to the north and the South China Sea
to the east and south. With an estimated population of around 624,000 living in an area of 12.1 sq. mi, it is the most
densely populated region in the world. A former Portuguese colony, Macau was administered by Portugal from the
mid-16th century until late 1999, when it was the last remaining European colony in Asia. Portuguese traders first
settled in Macau in the 1550s. In 1557, Macau was rented to Portugal by the Ming Dynasty as a trading port. The
Portuguese administered the city under Chinese authority and sovereignty until 1887, when Macau became a colony
of the Portuguese empire. Sovereignty over Macau was transferred back to China on 20 December 1999. The SinoPortuguese Joint Declaration and the Basic Law of Macau stipulate that Macau operate with a high degree of
autonomy until at least 2049, fifty years after the transfer.
Under the policy of "one country, two systems", the
Central People's Government is responsible for the
territory's defense and foreign affairs, while Macau
maintains its own legal system, police force, monetary
system, customs policy, and immigration policy. Macau
participates in many international organizations and
events that do not require members to possess national
sovereignty. Macau is one of the world's richest cities,
with the highest GDP per capita by purchasing power
parity as of 2013, according to the World Bank. It
became the world's largest gambling centre in 2006,
with the economy heavily dependent on gambling and
tourism, as well as manufacturing. The recent mainland
tourism from Mandarin-speaking regions, have boosted
the economy of Macau significantly.
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Before the Portuguese settlement in the mid-16th century, Macau was known as Haojing, literally "Oyster Mirror."
The name Macau is thought to be derived from the A-Ma Temple a temple built in 1448 dedicated to Matsu – the
goddess of seafarers and fishermen. It is said that when the Portuguese sailors landed at the coast just outside the
temple and asked the name of the place, the natives replied pinyin. The Portuguese then named the peninsula
"Macau". The present Chinese name pinyin means "Inlet Gates". The government in Macau is headed by the chief
executive, who is appointed by the central government upon the recommendation of an election committee, whose
three hundred members are nominated by corporate and community bodies. The recommendation is made by an
election within the committee. The chief executive's cabinet is made up of five policy secretaries and is advised by
the Executive Council that has between seven and eleven members. Edmund Ho Hau Wah, a community leader and
former banker, was the first chief executive of the Macau SAR, replacing General Vasco Rocha Vieira at midnight on
20 December 1999. Fernando Chui Sai On is the current Chief Executive. The chief executive and the cabinet have
their offices in the Macau Government Headquarters, located in the former area of the St. Lawrence Parish.
Macau has a humid
subtropical climate with
average relative humidity
between 75% and 90%.
Similar to much of South
China, seasonal climate is
greatly influenced by the
monsoons, and
differences in
temperature and humidity
between summer and
winter are noticeable,
though not as great as
inland China. The
average annual
temperature of Macau is
72.9 °F. July is the
warmest month, with the
average temperature
being 84.0 °F. The
coolest month is January,
with a mean temperature
of 58.1 °F.
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In Macau, the unit of currency is the pataca, which is currently pegged to the Hong Kong dollar at a rate of HK$1 =
MOP1.03. The name pataca is a Portuguese word which was applied to the Mexican dollars that were the main
circulating coin in the wider region in the second half of the 19th century. In 1894, the pataca was introduced in both
Macau and Portuguese Timor as a unit of account for the Mexican dollar and the other silver dollar coins in
circulation. However, the pataca was not the official currency when it was first enacted. In 1901, it was decided to
grant the Banco Nacional Ultramarino the exclusive rights to issue banknotes denominated in patacas, and in the year
1906, all foreign coins were outlawed. However, the Chinese were suspicious of these paper patacas, being so
accustomed to using silver for barter, and as such, the paper patacas circulated at a discount in relation to the silver
dollar coins. In 1935, when China and Hong Kong abandoned the silver standard, the Hong Kong dollar was pegged
to sterling at the fixed rate of 1 shilling and 3 pence, whereas the pataca was pegged to the Portuguese escudo at a
sterling equivalent rate of only 1 shilling. From 1945 to 1951, fractional coins of the pataca were minted for issue in
Portuguese Timor; and, in 1952, similar issues were minted for Macau including an actual pataca coin for the first
time.
Macau is the most densely populated region in the world, with a population
density of 20,497 persons per square kilometer in 2013 (18,428 persons/km2 in a
2004 projection 47,728/sq. mi). 95% of Macau's population is Chinese; another
2% is of Portuguese and/or mixed Chinese/Portuguese descent, an ethnic group
often referred to as Macanese. According to the 2006 by-census, 47% of the
residents were born in mainland China, of whom 74.1% were born in Guangdong
and 15.2% in Fujian. Meanwhile, 42.5% of the residents were born in Macau,
and those born in Hong Kong, the Philippines and Portugal shared 3.7%, 2.0%
and 0.3% respectively. The growth of population in Macau mainly relies on
immigrants from mainland China and the influx of overseas workers since its
birth rate is one of the lowest in the world. According to The World Factbook,
Macau has the second highest life expectancy in the world, while its infant
mortality rate ranks among the lowest in the world. Macau's official languages
are Chinese (Cantonese) and Portuguese. Macau still retains its own dialect of
Portuguese, called Macanese Portuguese. Other languages such as Mandarin,
English, and Hokkien are spoken by local communities.
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Tower Chatter
While taxiing the crew of a USAir flight departing for Ft. Lauderdale made a wrong turn and came nose to nose with
a United 727.
The irate female ground controller lashed out at the USAir crew, screaming:
"USAir 2771, where are you going? I told you to turn right onto Charlie taxiway! You turned right on Delta! Stop
right there. I know it's difficult for you to tell the difference between C's and D's, but get it right!"
Continuing her tirade to the embarrassed crew, she was now shouting hysterically:
"God, you've screwed everything up! It'll take forever to sort this out! You stay right there and don't move till I tell
you to! You can expect progressive taxi instructions in about half an hour and I want you to go exactly where I tell
you, when I tell you, and how I tell you! You got that, USAir 2771?"
"Yes ma'am," the humbled crew responded.
Naturally the ground control frequency went terribly silent after the verbal bashing of USAir 2771. Nobody wanted to
engage the irate ground controller in her current state. Tension in every cockpit at LGA was running high. Then an
unknown pilot broke the silence and asked,
"Wasn't I married to you once?"
---The controller working a busy pattern told the 727 on downwind to make a three-sixty--do a complete circle, a move
normally used to provide pacing between aircraft.
The pilot of the 727 complained, "Don't you know it costs us two thousand dollars to make even a one-eighty in this
airplane?"
Without missing a beat the controller replied, "Roger, give me four thousand dollars' worth."
---A DC-10 had an exceedingly long rollout after landing with his approach speed a little high.
San Josè Tower: "American 751 heavy, turn right at the end of the runway, if able. If not able, take the Guadalupe
exit off Highway 101 and make a right at the light to return to the airport."
---It was a really nice day, right about dusk, and a Piper Malibu was being vectored into a long line of airliners in order
to land at Kansas City.
KC Approach: "Malibu three-two Charlie, you're following a 727, one o'clock and three miles."
Three-two Charlie: "We've got him. We'll follow him."
KC Approach: "Delta 105, your traffic to follow is a Malibu, eleven o'clock
and three miles. Do you have that traffic?"
Delta 105 (in a thick southern drawl, after a long pause):
"Well...I've got something down there. Can't quite tell if it's a Malibu or a Chevelle."
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The Boeing 737 is a short- to medium-range, twinengine narrow-body jet airliner. Originally developed as
a shorter, lower-cost twin-engine airliner derived from
Boeing's 707 and 727, the 737 has nine variants with the
-600, -700, -800, and -900 currently in production.
Originally envisioned in 1964, the 737 first flew in 1967,
and entered airline service in February 1968. The 737 is
Boeing's only single-aisle, narrow-body airliner currently
in production, sometimes serving markets previously
filled by 707, 727, 757, DC-9, and MD-80/90 airliners.

The 737 has been continuously manufactured by Boeing since 1967 with 6,348 aircraft delivered and 2,061 orders yet
to be fulfilled as of March 2010. The 737 series is the best-selling jet airliner in history. There are on average 1,250
737s airborne at any given time, with one departing or landing somewhere every five seconds. The 737 competes
primarily with the Airbus A320 family.
Boeing had been studying short-haul jet aircraft designs and wanted to produce another aircraft to supplement the 727
on short and thin routes. Preliminary design work began on 11 May 1964, and Boeing's intense market research
yielded plans for a 50- to 60-passenger airliner for routes 50 to 1,000 mi (80 to 1,600 km) long. Lufthansa became the
launch customer on 19 February 1965, with an order for 22 aircraft, worth $67 million (1965, $190.28 million in
2008), after the airline, it was reported, received assurances from Boeing that the 737 project would not be cancelled.
Consultation with Lufthansa over the previous winter resulted in an increase in capacity to 100 seats.
On April 5, 1965, Boeing announced an order by United Airlines for 40 737s. United wanted a slightly larger airplane
than the original design; therefore, Boeing stretched the fuselage an extra 91 centimeters (36 in) ahead of, and
102 centimeters (40 in) behind the wing. The longer version was designated 737-200, with the original short-body
aircraft becoming the 737-100.
In 1968, an improvement to the thrust reversal system was introduced. The improvement became standard on all
aircraft after March 1969, and a retrofit was provided for active aircraft. Boeing fixed the drag issue by introducing
new longer nacelle/wing fairings, and improved the airflow over the flaps and slats. The production line also
introduced an improvement to the flap system, allowing increased use during takeoff and landing. All these changes
gave the aircraft a boost to payload and range, and improved the short-field performance. In May 1971, after aircraft
#135, all improvements, including more powerful engines and a greater fuel capacity, were incorporated into the 737200, giving it a 15% increase in payload and range over the original -200s. This became known as the 737-200
Advanced, which became the production standard in June 1971.
The 737 models can be divided into three generations, including nine major variants. The "Original" models consist
of the 737-100, 737-200/-200 Advanced. The "Classic" models consist of the 737-300, 737-400, and 737-500. The
"Next Generation" variants consist of the 737-600, 737-700/-700ER, 737-800, and 737-900/-900ER. Of these nine
variants, many feature additional versions such as the T-43, which is a modified Boeing 737-200 used by the United
States Air Force (USAF)
The 737 is operated by more than 500 airlines, flying to 1,200
destinations in 190 countries. With over 8,000 aircraft
ordered, over 6,000 delivered, and over 4,500 still in service,
at any given time there are on average 1,250 airborne
worldwide. On average, somewhere in the world, a 737 takes
off or lands every five seconds. Since entering service in
1968, the 737 has carried over 12 billion passengers over 120
billion km (65 billion nm), and has accumulated more than
296 million hours in the air. The 737 represents more than
25% of the worldwide fleet of large commercial jet airliners.
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Begin Again
BEGIN AGAIN is a soul-stirring comedy about what happens when lost souls meet and
make beautiful music together. Gretta and her long-time boyfriend Dave are college
sweethearts and songwriting partners who decamp for New York when he lands a deal with
a major label. But the trappings of his fame, soon tempts Dave to stray, and a reeling,
lovelorn Gretta is left on her own. Her world takes a turn for the better when Dan a
disgraced record-label exec, stumbles upon her performing on stage and is immediately
captivated by her raw talent. From this encounter emerges an enchanting portrait of a
mutually transformative collaboration.
Drama/Comedy

Behaving Badly
In this fast-paced, outrageously funny, all-star romp, socially awkward high schooler Rick
Stevens is willing to do whatever it takes to win the heart of the girl of his dreams ... and he
does mean anything. But love's a bitch! Particularly when your sights are set on the most
beautiful and popular girl at school.
Drama/Comedy

Deliver Us From Evil
New York police officer Ralph Sarchie struggling with his own personal issues, begins
investigating a series of disturbing and inexplicable crimes. He joins forces with an
unconventional priest schooled in the rituals of exorcism, to combat the frightening and
demonic possessions that are terrorizing their city. Based upon the book, which details
Sarchie's bone-chilling real-life cases.
Action Adventure/Horror

The Prince
Jason Patric, Bruce Willis and John Cusack face off in this action-packed thriller. A retired
assassin is drawn back into the life he gave up when his daughter is kidnapped. To rescue
her, he must confront his former rival.
Drama

Wish I Was Here
Director Zach Braff's follow-up to his indie breakout hit "Garden State" tells the story of a
thirty something man who finds himself at major crossroads, which forces him to examine
his life, his career, and his family.
Drama/Comedy
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Despite their name, the band is anything
but Comatose. “It's just one,
big, extended Morrison music party,”
they say. Ben and Alex Morrison, guitar
and banjo, and lead vocalists, front this
rocking string band that has become a
West coast headliner and national touring
act in a mere four years. With stellar
accompanists Phil Brezina on fiddle and
Ryan Avellone on mandolin, and bassist
Ryan Lukas on high harmonies, their
high energy, audience engaging shows
have caught fire with fans from San
Diego to Seattle to Salt Lake to Silk
Hope, NC and beyond. In home turf
Northern California they sell out shows
in San Francisco, Santa Cruz and
Petaluma and are booked at the enormous
Outside Lands Festival in San Francisco
this August.
During early 2014 the band enjoyed incredible success on extended tours with Devil Makes Three and
Yonder Mountain String Band which led to their own headline and festival touring this summer and
fall. Along with numerous club dates, upcoming appearances include Sisters Folk Festival, Grey Fox
Festival, Hangtown Festival, shows opening for Lake Street Dive in Colorad o, and a much coveted
showcase slot at the Americana Music Conference in Nashville on September 20. At the heart of this
remarkable ensemble are the songs. With two cds released and plans for a third album in 2015, the
band draws from a deep knowledge of folk, rock, traditional and other genres. Stand out originals such
as The Scout and Pie For Breakfast have become anthemic sing -a-longs at shows. Well-chosen covers
have ranged from Norman Blake to Keith Richards to Cake. They can also slow down the pace with
beautiful original ballads such as Morning Time which was released as a duet with Nicki Bluhm on
their current CD, 'Respect the Van'.
The Heavy are Kelvin Swaby (Vocals),
Dan Taylor (Guitar), Spencer Page
(Bass) and Chris Ellul (Drums). Taylor
and Swaby became friends in 1998
when they bonded over vintage R&B
music and Jim Jarmusch films and soon
formed the band. The Heavy released
two singles in the last half of 2007.
"That Kind of Man," the first single,
was released on Don't Touch
Recordings and mixed by Corin Dingley
who was the original drummer before
Ninja Tune discovered it and promptly
signed the band, Kelvin, Dan and Corin.
The Heavy released their first album
Great Vengeance and Furious Fire on
September 17, 2007 in
the United Kingdom and 8 April 2008 in the United States. On 26 March 2008, the Heavy were named artist of the day
in Spin. The band was also mentioned in the Rolling Stone Hot List in May 2008. They played at the 2008 South By
Southwest (SXSW) music festival on the 89.3 The Current Stage and collected one of the Best Discovery awards in
Spin Magazine's Best and Worst of SXSW 2008.
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FROM THE FRONT DESK
November, 2014
Greetings again from the front desk.

As this is being written, the San Francisco Giants has just won the world series of baseball and I can hear the city of
San Francisco, where I live, alive with the frenzy of fans celebrating the victory. For three times in five years San
Francisco has cleaned up in winning the series. It is a hard victory for us though because Global Express Airways’
home base is in Kansas City at mid-continent International (KMCI.) One way or the other, who ever won would be a
victory for our airline(s) and if it is possible at all to do, we were routing for BOTH teams to win! For myself, I’m not
really in to baseball but I always route for the home team no matter what they are playing.
Winter is slowly creeping in on us almost un-noticed at all. It is still warm, and dry, in the West but once again we
find our brothers and sisters in the Eat being hit with bad weather, delays, and flight cancellations. So far, we have not
had many issues. We are still on time, flying no matter what the weather, and have only cancelled 2 flights because of
issues that many others in the industry are experiencing. I believe it is because of our personal philosophy. Unlike
others airlines who want just the minimum time on the ground we are still taking the time to turn our flights around in
a way that insures our planes are clean, our crews are fresh and well rested, and we do not nickel and dime our
customers to pieces. A free meal, free checked baggage, and reasonable on-board prices for other items, such as
headphones and cocktails, keep our planes full and one of the most loyal group of frequent flyers of any airline in the
world. It shows that quality above quantity wins every time.
We often have special events for our Pilots at Global and thought it might be nice to do something for our faithful
frequent flyer passengers as well so just to make sure you are reading this, we will give two first class tickets on
BOTH Global Express Airways AND Global Air International to the first frequent flyer member who emails the
editor saying they read this in our Global Aviation Magazine. That means you can fly anywhere both of our airlines
fly in first class without any blackout periods as long as there are seats available at the time of booking.
Don’t forget we are ALWAYS soliciting our Pilots to recommend other fly boys and girls, new routes and flights, and
ideas for events they would like to see. That is an open invitation to all of you, the best Pilots in the world!
Until the next time……… Safe Flight Always!
Sincerely,

James “Mick” Taylor
James “Mick” Taylor - GL-0004
CEO Global Express Airways / Global Air International

